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Claiming His Need 2014-09-08 he waited four hundred years for her she only ever wanted to find her mate their time has come gates is a legend among his fellow wolf shifters for more than four centuries he s
lived without a mate something nearly unheard of in his breed he s spent that time mastering the art of the kill becoming a lethal weapon for the feral breed motorcycle club and earning a reputation as the
gatekeeper kaija wariksen grew up as the valkoisus pack princess the alpha s only daughter and a powerful omega shewolf kaija s beauty and place within the pack hierarchy makes her the focus of desire for many
of the unmated males especially one she s desperate to stay away from she d rather wait for her fated mate than be just another bed warmer for a man with more attitude than brains but when a territory dispute
turns into a kidnapping gates and his feral breed brothers are called to assist the valkoisus pack in a rescue operation gates soon discovers there s more in store for him than a fight he finds his mate in the alpha s
daughter a woman targeted by a mystery sect kidnapping omega shifters to keep the valkoisus pack safe the feral breed must put kaija in danger risking the only thing gates has ever needed and igniting a rage
that could destroy the entire wolf shifter population
Feral Breed Motorcycle Club 2016-07-03 the characters are imaginative captivating fascinating intriguing and sexy as sin jlswainsboro on amazon feral breed volume one contains the first three books in the usa today
bestselling feral breed series plus a collection of short stories revisiting the world follow the wolf shifters of the feral breed mc as they ride fight and find their mates a moment of fate interrupted by danger a
centuries old legend comes true a love that breaks every boundary claiming his fate rebel lynch has spent two hundred years searching for balance between his human side and his inner wolf as a den president of
the feral breed motorcycle club a lack of control over the beast within isn t just a pain in the ass it s a death sentence one served by his club brothers the judges jury and executioners of the wolf shifting community
at amnesia gentlemen s club customers and staff check their real world identities at the door charlotte one of the club s best waitresses ditched her legit career in corporate it because she needs the kind of income
those pesky irs folks can t track when the smart mouthed bombshell pulls a gig serving a private party she expects nothing more than a few extra tips that is until dirty talking rebel lynch strolls into the room
looking like sin incarnate flashing motorcycle club colors and blasting charlotte s expectations about work life and love straight to hell one glance at charlotte and rebel knows she s his fated mate but a wolf shifter is
attacking women at the club threatening charlotte s life and putting the entire shifter community at risk of exposure rebel and his feral breed mc brothers must find the crazed shifter before he strikes again if rebel
can t uncover the new monster in their midst and learn to rein in the protective instincts of a fully mated alpha his future with charlotte will be dead on arrival claiming his need gates is a legend among his fellow
wolf shifters for more than four centuries he s lived without a mate something nearly unheard of in his breed he s spent that time mastering the art of the kill becoming a lethal weapon for the feral breed
motorcycle club and earning a reputation as the gatekeeper kaija wariksen grew up as the valkoisus pack princess the alpha s only daughter and a powerful omega shewolf kaija s beauty and place within the pack
hierarchy makes her the focus of desire for many of the unmated males especially one she s desperate to stay away from she d rather wait for her fated mate than be just another bed warmer for a man with more
attitude than brains but when a territory dispute turns into a kidnapping gates and his feral breed brothers are called to assist the valkoisus pack in a rescue operation gates soon discovers there s more in store for
him than a fight he finds his mate in the alpha s daughter a woman targeted by a mystery sect kidnapping omega shifters to keep the valkoisus pack safe the feral breed must put kaija in danger risking the only
thing gates has ever needed and igniting a rage that could destroy the entire wolf shifter population claiming his witch only ten years into his new life as a wolf shifter feral breed mc prospect pup is struggling to
find his place a throwaway kid in his human past the only home he s ever known has been with his breed brothers but a mistake that nearly ended the life of his leader s mate haunts him and he ll stop at nothing
to prove his worth orphaned at birth azurine and her sisters have been raised on string magick grimoires and the strength of the elements around them growing up surrounded by the witches in their coven there
s never been a lack of a maternal element to support her but she s always been the middle weaver forced to accept the coven s refusal to see the girls as anything other than the weaver triplets when a witch
hunter invades the coven s home the witches lash out at the nearest suspect and one of their own betrayed by her coven azurine must choose between the only family she s ever known and the man fate tied to
her soul and as pup tries to earn the respect of his club he makes a decision that could cost him more than his place in the feral breed it could cost him azurine or his own life claiming their forever lost moments and
deleted scenes from the bestselling feral breed series from the quiet after the storm in claiming his witch to a private moment as two mates start their future these stories let you revisit your favorite feral breed
couples together they will claim their forevers leigh touches every facet beautifully oh and did i mention leigh s writing is filthily delicious the book hammock
Claiming His Desire 2015-09-01 a shifter waiting to end it all a woman living her life surrounded by death a destiny few could survive book six in the feral breed series jameson craves death former president of the
four corners feral breed den he s abandoned his post and left behind his brothers to escape the worst day of his life the day he saw his mate a woman he d never met lying dead on a concrete floor leaving him with
nothing to live for except the fight to rescue the kidnapped omegas and haunting visions of seducing the woman he failed to save aoife sees dead people lots of them the necromancer does her best to help them
transition from one plane of existence to the next but they don t make it easy on her neither do the visions of blue eyes that have been torturing her for the past year eyes she swears she s seen before belonging to



a man who fills her dreams with passionate adventures and a desperate longing no one else can satisfy a psychic s dream takes aoife on a cross country journey that leads her straight into the battle at merriweather
fields and the path of her mystery man when jameson realizes his mate is very much alive most of the time his renewed zest for life leaves him in a treacherous predicament protect the men and women of his
breed his friends and feral breed brothers or keep the woman fate says is his perfect match out of harm s way loyalties shift the landscape and not everyone can find their way across when death comes out to play
in this final full length installment of the feral breed series
Feral Breed Motorcycle Club the Collection 2019-03-27 a shifter battling his wolf instincts a woman living a life of obligation and lies a moment of fate interrupted by danger book one in the feral breed motorcycle
club series rebel lynch has spent two hundred years searching for balance between his human side and his inner wolf as a den president of the feral breed motorcycle club a lack of control over the beast within isn t
just a pain in the ass it s a death sentence one served by his club brothers the judges jury and executioners of the wolf shifting community at amnesia gentlemen s club customers and staff check their real world
identities at the door charlotte one of the club s best waitresses ditched her legit career in corporate it because she needs the kind of income those pesky irs folks can t track when the smart mouthed bombshell pulls
a gig serving a private party she expects nothing more than a few extra tips that is until dirty talking rebel lynch strolls into the room looking like sin incarnate flashing motorcycle club colors and blasting charlotte
s expectations about work life and love straight to hell one glance at charlotte and rebel knows she s his fated mate but a wolf shifter is attacking women at the club threatening charlotte s life and putting the entire
shifter community at risk of exposure rebel and his feral breed mc brothers must find the crazed shifter before he strikes again if rebel can t uncover the new monster in their midst and learn to rein in the
protective instincts of a fully mated alpha his future with charlotte will be dead on arrival
Claiming His Fate 2014-08-04 a shifter fighting for his place in the feral breed a witch searching for a place in her coven a love that breaks every boundary book three in the feral breed motorcycle club series only
ten years into his new life as a wolf shifter feral breed mc prospect pup is struggling to find his place a throwaway kid in his human past the only home he s ever known has been with his breed brothers but a
mistake that nearly ended the life of his leader s mate haunts him and he ll stop at nothing to prove his worth orphaned at birth azurine and her sisters have been raised on string magick grimoires and the strength
of the elements around them growing up surrounded by the witches in their coven there s never been a lack of a maternal element to support her but she s always been the middle weaver forced to accept the
coven s refusal to see the girls as anything other than the weaver triplets when a witch hunter invades the coven s home the witches lash out at the nearest suspect and one of their own betrayed by her coven
azurine must choose between the only family she s ever known and the man fate tied to her soul and as pup tries to earn the respect of his club he makes a decision that could cost him more than his place in the
feral breed it could cost him azurine or his own life full length novel with adult content featuring a seriously hot wolf shifter a powerful witch bbw and some magick in the night
Claiming His Witch 2014-10-30 a shifter with a secret that could destroy his world a witch without a coven to keep her grounded a fated destiny they ll have to fight to begin book five in the feral breed motorcycle
club series shadow of the feral breed earned his road name by being a sneaky combatant quite fitting considering he s been hiding the truth about his heritage for decades with his life wrapped in secrets and lies to
protect himself from the judgment of other shifters he s become a master at keeping people at a distance he s got a job to do one that could potentially save the lives of the missing omega females and he refuses to let
a little thing like honesty get in his way fire witch scarlett left her coven voluntarily after her sister s banishment but she can t get over the pain of being shunned by the people she saw as her extended family she
keeps her relationships casual avoiding any real commitment on the chance others may let her down again but with her powers out of control and her element burning her from the inside out she s on a path that
can only end in ash after a chance meeting leads to a fiery clash shadow and scarlett work hard to break themselves apart as the thread of destiny pulls them closer together but secrets and lies aren t a stable
foundation for a relationship and the walls between them are easier to build higher than to tear down when the truth comes out and the smoke clears will their fragile connection be burnt through or tempered by
the heat and can their fated bond survive the war brewing in their world
Claiming His Fire 2015-06-15 a shifter living a life hindered by regret a woman praying for a chance at a future a moment of fate that refuses to be denied beast of the feral breed has spent years avoiding interacting
with people other than the two shifters he considers family his life has revolved around the engines he loves to work on the ink he decorates his body with and the scars of a past he wishes he could forget when a
witch shows him a vision of his future one with a family he knows he can never have his solitary life implodes and he embarks on a trip that drops him exactly where he doesn t think he should be calla wants to
escape the hell she s living but between her low paying job and the danger lurking in the woods running alone isn t an option desperate she spends her time praying for someone to help free her from a life she
fears will be cut short the human woman never realized the dangers of dating a wolf shifter until he showed his claws when beast falls into calla s life he s more than a little surprised to meet his mate a woman he
knows he should walk away from but danger hovers around every corner and beast refuses to leave her vulnerable protecting one human woman wouldn t be a challenge but beast has to battle his past mistakes



stay under the radar of the local pack and rescue two people he never expected to love one of whom has yet to take her first breath full length novel with adult content featuring a scarred wolf shifter with a brutal
past a woman in more trouble than she can handle and some time spent in the shower
Claiming His Beauty 2015-02-23 a shifter with a secret that could destroy his world a witch without a coven to keep her grounded a fated destiny they ll have to fight to begin book five in the feral breed
motorcycle club seriesshadow of the feral breed earned his road name by being a sneaky combatant quite fitting considering he s been hiding the truth about his heritage for decades with his life wrapped in secrets
and lies to protect himself from the judgment of other shifters he s become a master at keeping people at a distance he s got a job to do one that could potentially save the lives of the missing omega females and he
refuses to let a little thing like honesty get in his way fire witch scarlett left her coven voluntarily after her sister s banishment but she can t get over the pain of being shunned by the people she saw as her
extended family she keeps her relationships casual avoiding any real commitment on the chance others may let her down again but with her powers out of control and her element burning her from the inside out
she s on a path that can only end in ash after a chance meeting leads to a fiery clash shadow and scarlett work hard to break themselves apart as the thread of destiny pulls them closer together but secrets and lies
aren t a stable foundation for a relationship and the walls between them are easier to build higher than to tear down when the truth comes out and the smoke clears will their fragile connection be burnt through or
tempered by the heat and can their fated bond survive the war brewing in their world
Claiming His Fire 2015-06-16 the first book in the feral breed motorcycle club series
Claiming His Fate 2016-10-01 gates is a legend among his fellow wolf shifters for more than four centuries he s lived without a mate something nearly unheard of in his breed he s spent that time mastering the art
of the kill becoming a lethal weapon for the feral breed motorcycle club and earning a reputation as the gatekeeper kaija wariksen grew up as the valkoisus pack princess the alpha s only daughter and a powerful
omega shewolf kaija s beauty and place within the pack hierarchy makes her the focus of desire for many of the unmated males especially one she s desperate to stay away from she d rather wait for her fated mate
than be just another bed warmer for a man with more attitude than brains but when a territory dispute turns into a kidnapping gates and his feral breed brothers are called to assist the valkoisus pack in a rescue
operation gates soon discovers there s more in store for him than a fight he finds his mate in the alpha s daughter a woman targeted by a mystery sect kidnapping omega shifters to keep the valkoisus pack safe the
feral breed must put kaija in danger risking the only thing gates has ever needed and igniting a rage that could destroy the entire wolf shifter population
Feral Breed Motorcycle Club 2017-11-04 a shifter living a life hindered by regret a woman praying for a chance at a future a moment of fate that refuses to be denied book four in the feral breed motorcycle club
seriesbeast of the feral breed has spent years avoiding interacting with people other than the two shifters he considers family his life has revolved around the engines he loves to work on the ink he decorates his
body with and the scars of a past he wishes he could forget when a witch shows him a vision of his future0 4one with a family he knows he can never have0 4his solitary life implodes and he embarks on a trip that
drops him exactly where he doesn t think he should be calla wants to escape the hell she s living but between her low paying job and the danger lurking in the woods running alone isn t an option desperate she
spends her time praying for someone to help free her from a life she fears will be cut short the human woman never realized the dangers of dating a wolf shifter until he showed his claws when beast falls into calla
s life he s more than a little surprised to meet his mate0 4a woman he knows he should walk away from but danger hovers around every corner and beast refuses to leave her vulnerable protecting one human
woman wouldn t be a challenge but beast has to battle his past mistakes stay under the radar of the local pack and rescue two people he never expected to love one of whom has yet to take her first breath
Claiming His Need 2014 a shifter waiting to end it all a woman living her life surrounded by death a destiny few could survive book six in the feral breed seriesjameson craves death former president of the four
corners feral breed den he s abandoned his post and left behind his brothers to escape the worst day of his life the day he saw his mate0 4a woman he d never met0 4lying dead on a concrete floor leaving him with
nothing to live for except the fight to rescue the kidnapped omegas and haunting visions of seducing the woman he failed to save aoife sees dead people lots of them the necromancer does her best to help them
transition from one plane of existence to the next but they don t make it easy on her neither do the visions of blue eyes that have been torturing her for the past year eyes she swears she s seen before belonging to
a man who fills her dreams with passionate adventures and a desperate longing no one else can satisfy a psychic s dream takes aoife on a cross country journey that leads her straight into the battle at merriweather
fields and the path of her mystery man when jameson realizes his mate is very much alive0 4most of the time0 4his renewed zest for life leaves him in a treacherous predicament protect the men and women of his
breed his friends and feral breed brothers or keep the woman fate says is his perfect match out of harm s way loyalties shift the landscape and not everyone can find their way across when death comes out to play
in this final full length installment of the feral breed series
Claiming His Beauty 2015 a shifter with a secret that could destroy his world a witch without a coven to keep her grounded a fated destiny they ll have to fight to begin book five in the feral breed motorcycle club



seriesshadow of the feral breed earned his road name by being a sneaky combatant quite fitting considering he s been hiding the truth about his heritage for decades with his life wrapped in secrets and lies to
protect himself from the judgment of other shifters he s become a master at keeping people at a distance he s got a job to do one that could potentially save the lives of the missing omega females and he refuses to let
a little thing like honesty get in his way fire witch scarlett left her coven voluntarily after her sister s banishment but she can t get over the pain of being shunned by the people she saw as her extended family she
keeps her relationships casual avoiding any real commitment on the chance others may let her down again but with her powers out of control and her element burning her from the inside out she s on a path that
can only end in ash after a chance meeting leads to a fiery clash shadow and scarlett work hard to break themselves apart as the thread of destiny pulls them closer together but secrets and lies aren t a stable
foundation for a relationship and the walls between them are easier to build higher than to tear down when the truth comes out and the smoke clears will their fragile connection be burnt through or tempered by
the heat and can their fated bond survive the war brewing in their world full length novel with adult content featuring a wolf shifter with a secret a stubborn fire witch with a history of loss and a slow simmering
romance leading the two to war
Claiming His Desire 2015 a shifter fighting for his place in the feral breed a witch searching for a place in her coven a love that breaks every boundary book three in the feral breed motorcycle club series only ten
years into his new life as a wolf shifter feral breed mc prospect pup is struggling to find his place a throwaway kid in his human past the only time he s ever felt at home is when he s riding with his breed
brothers but a mistake that nearly ended the life of his leader s mate haunts him and he ll stop at nothing to prove his worth orphaned at birth azurine and her sisters have been raised on string magick grimoires
and the strength of the elements around them growing up surrounded by the witches in their coven there s never been a lack of a maternal element to support her but she s always been the middle weaver forced
to accept the coven s refusal to see the girls as anything other than the weaver triplets when a witch hunter invades the coven s home the witches lash out at the nearest suspect and one of their own betrayed by
her coven azurine must choose between the only family she s ever known and the man fate tied to her soul and as pup tries to earn the respect of his club he makes a decision that could cost him more than his
place in the feral breed it could cost him azurine or his own life full length novel with adult content featuring a seriously hot wolf shifter a powerful witch bbw and some magick in the night
Claiming His Fire 2015 three paranormal romances in one get the complete feral breed fight club mma shifter series in one bundle when shifters take to the octagon there s no telling how bad things can get
especially when they come face to face with more than just an opponent fated matings have never been so aggressive from a wolf shifter finding his mate in a woman already taken to a dragon shifter choosing his
mate in an enemies to lovers story with extra heat to the fated mating of a wolf shifter and the single mom shifter fighting her way out of bad circumstances the feral breed fight club brings the action of the mma
to the steamy romance of the paranormal world with a guaranteed hea every time the feral breed fight club collection consists of claiming his chance claiming his prize and claiming his grace all feral breed
motorcycle club spin offs
Claiming His Witch 2014 lost moments and deleted scenes from the bestselling feral breed series from the quiet after the storm in claiming his witch to a private moment as two mates start their future these stories
let you revisit your favorite feral breed couples together they will claim their forevers featuring claiming their forever rebel charlotte november takes place during chapter 18 of claiming his witch death of a witch
phoenix azurine november takes place shortly after claiming his witch the car revealed phoenix azurine december takes place shortly after death of a witch christmas with rebel rebel charlotte december takes place
shortly after the car revealed girls don t ride gates kaija january takes place between claiming his witch claiming his beauty domestication phoenix azurine february takes place during claiming his beauty
Feral Breed Fight Club: The Collection 2021-09-07 a return to the world of the feral breed motorcycle club
Claiming Their Forever 2015-04-22 the feral breed fight club series kicks off with one heck of a romance after a long year of tragedy and battles cahill of the southern appalachia pack is hoping to spend a little time
alone on his mountain but with no mate to worry about the safety of the pack falls on his shoulders as does paying off the guards he d hired to keep the mountain safe while he was away protecting the pack means
heading off to participate in an underground fight club where shifters take to the ring for fame fortune and debt repayment a ring some don t make it out of alive to the owners and fighters at the pack house trinity
and piers seem like any other mated couple and that s exactly what she needs them to think years of running from the truth has set piers on a path headed right into the fight cage and trinity has followed even
though the violence and the noise are something out of her nightmares but the two have plans and a handful of fights is all that stands between them reaching their dreams and banishment or death when cahill sets
his sights on trinity nothing can stand in the way of the fighter getting his fated mate not the heavy debt his pack must repay not the other fighters out to show him who s stronger and more skilled in the ring not
even the possibility that she may be mated to another once a fighter always a fighter and cahill s more determined than ever to throw a knockout punch for the chance of a real win with the woman of his dreams
featuring a rough and tough alpha male mma wolf shifter fighter meeting his fated mate in the worst of circumstances a feral breed motorcycle club spin off



Claiming Her Heart 2017-11-16 one plus one equals two or sometimes three wolf shifter beadan fought at the now defunct southern pack house with solid results so when the opportunity arises for him to continue
his career in the ring at another location he jumps at it he s still on the hunt for his one true mate to take home with him so easy money and being surrounded by people seems like a good plan avory s a single
mom with a dream one that requires money she comes to the pack house to make that dream come true for her and her daughter livia not expecting anything other than a few fights a few wins and some cash in
her pocket what she definitely isn t expecting is to meet her fated mate the second she walks in the door navigating those newly mated waters is tricky for everyone but throw a six year old who loves unicorn
marshmallow cereal into the mix and all bets are off the two adults in the relationship are going to have to make a few adjustments to accommodate their littlest priority but adjustments aren t all that s needed
when the other fighters figure out the two have a weakness no one else in the club does and her name is livia featuring a rough and tough alpha male mma wolf shifter fighter meeting his fated mate in a single
mom who needs a little rescuing a feral breed motorcycle club spin off
Claiming Her Heart 2017-11-04 this book owns me with its strong writing wit and steamy scenes we so nerdy a shifter battling his wolf instincts a woman living a life of obligation and lies a moment of fate
interrupted by danger rebel lynch has spent two hundred years searching for balance between his human side and his inner wolf as a den president of the feral breed motorcycle club a lack of control over the beast
within isn t just a pain in the ass it s a death sentence one served by his club brothers the judges jury and executioners of the wolf shifting community at amnesia gentlemen s club customers and staff check their
real world identities at the door charlotte one of the club s best waitresses ditched her legit career in corporate it because she needs the kind of income those pesky irs folks can t track when the smart mouthed
bombshell pulls a gig serving a private party she expects nothing more than a few extra tips that is until dirty talking rebel lynch strolls into the room looking like sin incarnate flashing motorcycle club colors and
blasting charlotte s expectations about work life and love straight to hell one glance at charlotte and rebel knows she s his fated mate but a wolf shifter is attacking women at the club threatening charlotte s life and
putting the entire shifter community at risk of exposure rebel and his feral breed mc brothers must find the crazed shifter before he strikes again if rebel can t uncover the new monster in their midst and learn to
rein in the protective instincts of a fully mated alpha his future with charlotte will be dead on arrival claiming his fate is a full length paranormal adventure romance novel from usa today bestselling author ellis
leigh it s the first book in the bestselling feral breed series featuring stories of fated mates motorcycle clubs and dangerously ever afters
Claiming His Chance 2015-12-15 no one ever said working with santa was all reindeer games and some scars are harder to heal welcome to kinship cove by way of north pole alaska holidays have never been so
steamy being from the o rudolph family never had saved me from ridicule or given me any extra access to those reindeer games but i d made it through my childhood relatively unscathed or so i liked to tell
myself truth be told one herd in particular had been awfully cruel and gone well beyond just laughing and calling me names but that was years ago right i should be over it right over it or not i was older more
mature an adult an adult with a job that took her to a shifter town named kinship cove where the fates not only introduce me to a diner owning fox shifting old lady who makes me the best cups of peppermint
coffee ever they also throw me a wild curve ball in the form of one bennett donderson my fated mate and a man who can truly rock the white hair look unfortunately he s also a man from the herd of my
nightmares one who had been unable or unwilling to protect me from his very own niece how can i trust someone whose family takes being on the naughty list to an emotionally scarring sort of extreme what s a
girl to do when her past slams headfirst into her present and threatens her future if you want to read a hilarious and comical story this is the one for you bookwormsuzy reviewing candied wolf reindeer ripple is a
paranormal romantic comedy from usa today bestselling author ellis leigh the story is a standalone pnr rom com with wit snark shifters and more than just flirting
Claiming His Grace 2021-03-16 kinship cove protects their own and is a popular spot for fairy tale heroes heroines and even a villain or two welcome to the kinship cove library where the sassy library clerk is about
to have all her secrets exposed during story hour siamese cat shifters are known to be chatty but i don t always live up to that stereotype mostly because talking means telling secrets that s not what i should be
doing i may have run away from my own version of the evil queen to hide among the shifters of kinship cove but that doesn t mean i m safe quiet yet mirror mirror on the wall how can i hide from my past
when my fated mate is going to hunt to uncover it all
Claiming His Fate 2014-08-04 kinship cove welcomes shifters of all sorts including ones who live beneath the waves welcome to the kinship cove library home of real life fairy tales where the head of it is about to
meet his match on the shore but show his true self off it being a bobcat shifter means plenty of people thinking calling me bob is funny though that s far from the worst thing a girl living alone in a small town deals
with i d seen the true crime shows i knew the dangers of serial killers and sociopaths but kinship cove really was a safe place to be yourself no matter the shifter type at least i thought so until i met the man of my
dreams and the one the fates picked to be my perfect match he s tall lean quiet and absolutely not telling me the truth about himself what s a girl to do when the man she s falling for turns out not to be a wolf in
human clothing but something much rarer and more dangerous and how is a cat shifter of any type supposed to accept a life partially lived under the sea they claim life is better down where it s wetter and i m



about to find out if that s true under the cove is a paranormal romantic comedy from usa today best selling author ellis leigh the story is a standalone pnr rom com with wit snark shifters and more than just flirting
Reindeer Ripple 2021-02-19 at the cake ily ever after bakery in kinship cove three sisters are about to meet their matches and prove that a man with a little silver in his hair can make one heck of a mate if the fates
allow it no more dating shifters at least that s what i promised myself after the last one met his mate while dating me he wasn t the first fate seemed to enjoy smacking me upside the head whenever i dared to
cross the species line so when a handsome wolf shifter with a few extra years of experience comes walking into my bakery i shouldn t agree to go on a date with him especially not because he s only in town for
the biggest wedding of the year the one where his son is the groom the one between my last boyfriend and his fated mate did i say fate liked to smack me upside the head try burying me in the rubble of my past
mistakes instead like father like son had never been so wrong or so right if you want to read a hilarious and comical story this is the one for you bookwormsuzy candied wolf is a paranormal romantic comedy from
usa today bestselling author ellis leigh the story is a standalone pnr rom com with wit snark shifters and more than just flirting
Snow Red 2021-10-05 the spotlight burns brighter in a small town as does the fire between mates no matter the age difference welcome to the kinship cove diner where a good cup of coffee comes with every fated
mating i have two great loves of my life my fox shifting family no matter how much they drive me crazy and being on stage true my acting credits are relegated to the local community playhouse but that doesn t
matter i spend my free time learning lines and rehearsing scenes that very few people will ever see dating mating and all that comes with it unimportant at least until a man with a sharp gaze a little gray in his
hair and a familiar face comes walking into the diner he s handsome charming and the fates say all mine except he s also famous an actor whose eagle shifter instincts have brought him stardom in the action movie
arena the fates aren t always kind but giving me someone who lives his life in such a public way might just be too cruel for words i ve never really worried about finding a mate but now that i have him i don t
want to be without him and i ve had enough sharing for one lifetime what a wonderful intriguing and intoxicating journey two thumbs up and a recommendation for you all to grab yourselves a copy zetter
espresso con eagle is a paranormal romantic comedy from usa today bestselling author ellis leigh the story is a standalone pnr rom com with wit snark shifters and more than just flirting
Under The Cove 2021-08-03 exactly the testosterone ride i needed today a quick action packed romance that starts with a fire and burns even hotter kira gold author and rita award finalist in a town called justice
there s nothing to fear except a man willing to break all the rules for the woman he craves as a former green beret i know how to follow orders and obey rules i ve learned to be patient to look at a situation from
every angle and to live by a code of honor most men know nothing about but when a motorcycle club puts a target on not just my hometown but the five foot nothing blonde who unknowingly holds my heart in
her hands obeying the law takes a back seat to keeping my woman safe i ve never had something so precious to protect and i ve never been willing to cross so many lines to get a job done my need to destroy those
who threaten shye could cost me my home my freedom and my life but i d sacrifice it all to save her payback is a full length contemporary romantic suspense novel from usa today bestselling author ellis leigh
writing as kristin harte it s the first book in the vigilante justice series featuring stories of very good men doing very bad things to protect those they love this book had it all suspense family devotion love and how
sometimes you will risk it all even your life for the one that has hold of your heart loved loved loved melissa marino author of the bad behavior series
Candied Wolf 2021-02-17 you are cordially invited to the steamiest paranormal romance event of the year please be our guest as the national association of the lycan brotherhood hosts the seventy eighth annual
gathering the biggest event of the wolf shifter social season the gathering has become the favorite method of networking among packs and bringing together fated mates at the gathering shifters from across the
country show up to show off and to see who s the true leader of the pack four steamy stories three fated matings and a homecoming of a why choose partner five hundred years in the making come and enjoy tales
from the biggest shifter event of the year as wolves from around the country fall in lust in love and in fate at the gathering a feral breed motorcycle club spin off collection
Retaliate 2018-03-15 at the cake ily ever after bakery in kinship cove three sisters are about to meet their matches and prove that a man with a little silver in his hair can make one heck of a mate if the fates allow it
candied wolf one human with a horrible dating history one wolf shifter in town for a celebration and one chance meeting that throws them together in fate like father like son has never been so wrong or so right
sugar dragon one human with a no holds barred attitude toward dating one dragon shifter with an attitude and one opposites attract mating that starts with a spark honey bear one human who s been pining for her
love one bear shifter with more morals than instincts and a friends to lovers romance hotter than concrete in july three books three fun flirty romances from the mates macarons series welcome to kinship cove
where shifters rule the town and there s no such thing as out of the ordinary
Espresso Con Eagle 2019-04-16 the fates definitely love their version of beauty and the beast especially when their beast comes with a record welcome to the kinship cove diner where a good cup of coffee comes
with every fated mating i haven t spent much time thinking about dating or mating or any of that sort of stuff i m more of a good girl waiting for the fates to bring me my perfect match and working hard to help
my family in any way possible that s how i ended up in kinship cove in the first place my aunt needed help at her diner so here i am staying in an old bed and breakfast trying to avoid being yelled at by my



loving if not constantly frazzled auntie and avoiding winking shifters like the plague men not on my radar at least not until a beast of a man comes strolling through the door literally he s not what i expected gray
hair deep dark eyes and a temper known throughout the town including by local law enforcement the fates definitely want us together but when his past comes fighting its way into our present the fates may not
be enough love behind bars is a thing right i can t get enough of the mating in kinship cove reader lynetter wolverine wafer is a paranormal romantic comedy from usa today bestselling author ellis leigh the story
is a standalone pnr rom com with wit snark shifters and more than just flirting
Payback 2021-02-02 a town cannot live on baked goods alone and a teacher won t find their mate in a book welcome to the kinship cove diner where a good cup of coffee comes with every fated mating it sucks to
be invisible in the diner my family owns i m just the sister who gets stuff done my entire skulk seems to forget about me on a weekly basis so color me tickled when the fates drop my fated mate a hunky nerdy
hot wolf shifting professor directly in my path but not all matings go as planned mine included he s smart he s hot and he s decided to use our bond for research instead of actually getting to know me and did i
mention he used to buy my best friend s worn undergarments thanks for that fates undies aside my wolf shifter professor is about to learn his toughest lesson ever never go up against a fox shifter in a battle of wit
or will we re sneaky smart and not afraid to take an opponent to the mattresses to win a battle ellis leigh has did me in with this series read all 4 books in less than 48 hours i couldn t put them down lynette frappÉ
fox is a paranormal romantic comedy from usa today bestselling author ellis leigh the story is a standalone pnr rom com with wit snark shifters and more than just flirting
The Gathering Tales 2016-04-25 fair warning this book is hot gma teri goodreads reviewer book three in the vigilante justice series proves just how hot and deadly it can be when opposites attract i m not what you
d call a man you take home to momma i m too rough too mean too beardy especially compared to the woman who s recently moved back home to open a restaurant the one i can t stop thinking about i d eat
anything off her menu spend every waking moment in her kitchen even if i m all wrong for her but when a motorcycle club comes to snatch her away on the orders of someone she trusts i m the only one who
can step in to keep her safe the only one willing to fight to the death to keep her heart beating especially if it beats for mine doesn t matter the danger we re in i m going to protect katie every way i can even if
she ends up hating me for it justify is a full length contemporary romantic suspense novel from usa today bestselling author ellis leigh writing as kristin harte it s the third book in the vigilante justice series
featuring stories of very good men doing very bad things to protect those they love just when i think a series can t get any better kristin harte goes and blows me away with justify k cram goodreads reviewer
Mates & Macarons 2021-02-17 come on in to the kinship cove diner where a good cup of coffee comes with every fated mating pull up a stool grab a cup and get ready things are about to get a little steamy frappÉ
fox a wolf shifter whose nose is always in a book is about to meet his match and his soul mate in a fiery fox shifter life is too sweet to be sipped espresso con eagle a superstar actor steams up the town with his local
fox hottie this one is hot strong and definitely something to wake up to a strong but grumpy wolverine shifter comes face to face with fate in the arms of a sweet and kind fox shifter add a bit of spice to the froth for
a definite treat three books three fun flirty romances from the cuddles coffee series welcome to kinship cove where shifters rule the town and there s no such thing as out of the ordinary
Caffé Wolverino 2021-02-19 the best so far in the vigilante justice books eleanor the book hammock book five in the vigilante justice series shows the true meaning of family and friends and brings danger straight to
main street my bike my club colors and my hunt for the man who killed my sister have been the center of my universe since i left the marines but all that changes when one light eyed beauty comes crashing into
my world she s not alone though there s another man in her life a little one whose loose teeth and joyous personality creep into my heart almost as fast as her snarky wit she s protective independent and
downright adversarial but all that s not going to stop me from claiming her as mine something that will put a target right on her back and her son s keeping mercy and beckett out of the line of fire is my number
one priority even if the crew they need protection from is my own and the most dangerous person in their world is me sabotage is a full length contemporary romantic suspense novel from usa today bestselling
author ellis leigh writing as kristin harte it s the fifth book in the vigilante justice series featuring stories of very good men doing very bad things to protect those they love
Frappé Fox 2019-01-29 these aliens are looking for love in all the wrong solar systems cutlass never thought he d be stuck on some backward planet in a solar system with only one sun earth wasn t his home but he
d find a way to survive there if it meant finding a mate he could put up with their ancient mechanical devices and a name that wasn t his own for the right woman chloe never imagined she d sign up to be some
sort of modern day mail order bride but too much wine and an internet connection were a bad combination especially when the life she imagined seemed so much greater than the life she was living everyone
stretches the truth on those dating websites right one ad in a space station one night of too much drinking and one hotel room that will never be the same what would you do if you found out the man from your
fantasies was actually the man from your science fiction
Justify 2018-05-10 these men are looking for love in all the wrong solar systems hudson knew from the moment he saw the flyer in a space station bathroom that a mail order bride from earth was for him he
wanted a mate someone to cherish someone to spoil and finding her in another species wasn t a big deal in his mind convincing his two shipmates to go along was the hardest part and even then he knew



everything would work out for them macy had a plan go to school become a doctor and keep her twin sister healthy if men fell to the side along the way she could catch up on the whole dating thing later but
when said twin sister decided to apply for a mail order bride program as macy things got a little complicated suddenly there was a hot guy with rock star charm looking at her as if she was the greatest thing on
earth and she had no idea how to deal with that one ad in a space station one sister who should know better and a positive attitude that s almost impossible to break almost what would you do if you found out the
man from your fantasies was more like the man from your science fiction
Cuddles & Coffee 2021-02-19 these aliens have been looking for love in all the wrong solar systems maverick wasn t a fan of the planet earth he also wasn t particularly fond of being matched to a human mail order
bride she was too bossy too fake too everything he didn t want until he did stacy spent a year of her life isolated from her friends and family so she refused to spend another minute that way that was why she
signed up to be matched as a mail order bride it worked for her sister it d work for her too as soon as she got past her match s broody ways one cranky alien with no clue how to be romantic one clingy female who
refuses to let her dislike of her match stop her and one slip of the tongue that set the two on a crash course in how not to fall in love what would you do if you found out the man from your fantasies was actually
the man from your science fiction
Sabotage 2019-07-16
Cutlass 2016-09-23
Hudson 2016-10-11
Maverick 2016-11-01
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